System pro E Power.
Flexibility is Power.
Your new key resource.

System pro E Power. The new main distribution switchboard created by ABB to help you work better. System pro E Power is flexible, fast and simple. Whether it’s a standard, or an advanced version up to 6300A, System pro E Power is incredibly sturdy and extremely quick to assemble. This switchboard houses all ABB’s devices to perfection and can be fully accessorized. System pro E Power, your enterprise has a new key resource.
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System pro E Power. The new main distribution switchboard created by ABB to help you work better. System pro E Power is flexible, fast and simple. Whether it’s a standard, or an advanced version up to 6300A, System pro E Power is incredibly sturdy and extremely quick to assemble. This switchboard houses all ABB’s devices to perfection and can be fully accessorized. System pro E Power, your enterprise has a new key resource.
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System pro E Power. The new main distribution switchboard created by ABB to help you work better. System pro E Power is flexible, fast and simple. Whether it’s a standard, or an advanced version up to 6300A, System pro E Power is incredibly sturdy and extremely quick to assemble. This switchboard houses all ABB’s devices to perfection and can be fully accessorized. System pro E Power, your enterprise has a new key resource.
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